Abstract. A modified single layer potential is used to solve the interior and exterior Dirichlet problems of plane strain by means of integral equations of the first kind for all smooth boundary curves, including those on which the classical method fails to operate.
Introduction. It is well known [1] that the so-called direct method for the Dirichlet problem in plane elasticity reduces to the solution of an integral equation of the first kind for the unknown density of a single layer potential. However, there are boundary curves on which this procedure cannot be applied, since the corresponding homogeneous equation has nonzero solutions [2] , To circumvent this obstacle, in [3] the solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem is sought as the sum of a classical single layer potential and a rigid displacement, under the assumption that either the rotation element of the rigid displacement or the total moment on the boundary is known. In this paper we propose to obtain the solution in the form of a modified single layer potential on any smooth boundary, without prescribing additional data. We specify fully the arbitrariness of the representation and indicate how the solution of a very general exterior Dirichlet problem can be obtained from that of the interior one with the same boundary values.
Prerequisites. In what follows, X(/ is the space of p x q matrices, H[" are the columns of a matrix H & Jfpxq, En is the identity element in ^nxn, and a superscript T denotes matrix transposition. To simplify the notation, if X is a space of scalar functions and cp e -^X9 , then <p £ X means that every component of tp belongs to X. Also, if £? is an operator defined on functions 6 e ^xl and such that SCQ e , , and 0 e then ^0 e / v" is the matrix with
Let S+ be a finite domain in R2 bounded by a closed C2-curve dS, and let S~ = R2 \ S+ U dS. The equilibrium equations of plane strain in the absence of body forces can be written in the form
where u = (m, , u-,)T is the displacement vector, A{dx) = A(d/<9x,, d/dx2),
Ad
(1 + nKA v (A + ||)^2 M + (A + /*K22 A = £,]+£,\ , and X and fi are the Lame constants of the (homogeneous and isotropic) material occupying S+ or S~ . We assume that X + n > 0 and n > 0, so that (1) is an elliptic system. We also consider the boundary stress operator
where v -(vl, v2) is the unit outward normal to dS. It can be shown by direct constant W e ^3x3 such that {O"1} is a basis for the null space of W* + \l (see (v)) and F0O = , p<& = Ey A discussion of (i)-(viii) can be found in [4] , The proof of (ix) is given in [2] , Instead of D(x, y) we consider the matrix of fundamental solutions DH(x, y) given by
where // € >-#3x3 is a constant symmetric matrix. Using Du, we construct the modified single layer potential
dS It is clear from (3) and (4) 
We introduce an operator N" : C1 ,n(dS) -> C°'"(dS) by 'o Then from (7) rrcr/'+i,n\ -tv/"* i-*\ _ \ which, in view of Theorem l(ii), can be written as N06 = TW+{6).
TT'\(p) = T^+(X) -No0 on dS,
{x = w0x-N0e.
Also, the equality T'Z/'+{(p)\us = x and Theorem 1 (ii) yield X = {<P + W*<p.
Substituting 6 = (V+{(p)\i)S = V0(p and x from (10) in (6) and (9), and taking the arbitrariness of <p 6 C°'"(dS) into account, we find that
Now for arbitrary if/ e C1 '"(<95), by Theorem l(iii), w\v%s = c € c' -"(95), rr+{yt)\os = n e c°'n(dS).
Given that AW+(y/) = 0 in 5+ , the Somigliana relations show that 3T+(y/) = Vrj-W£ in 5+, ±C=V0r,-fV0 C on OS, or W+(w) = T+{ri)-W+(Q in 5+.
Applying T to this equality, from Theorem 1 (ii, iii) we see that
At the same time, by (8), TW+(i//)|y5 = tj can be written as ri = N0y/.
Replacing C = ^r+(^)|os = + WQy/ (see Theorem 1 (iii)) and rj from (14) in (12) and (13), and recalling that y/ e C1 '"(55) is arbitrary, we find that N(jWQ=W(;N(j, V0N0 = W*-\I on c''"(35). (ii) Since pip £ is constant, for any tp e C°'"(dS)
N0(FHp)<p = N0(FHp<p) = N0(FH)(ptp) = TW+(F H)(p <p).
From the Somigliana relations for F we see that
W+(FH) --FH in >S+;
consequently, N0(FHp)(p = -(TFH)ptp = 0. (ii) If N0<p = 0, then <p is a rigid displacement.
Proof, (i) We can write (< -\!)<p = + \I)(P) = o.
Since, by Theorem l(iv), \ is not an eigenvalue of W0 , it follows that (WQ + jI)(p = 0. We now apply Theorem l(iv) with respect to .
The proof for W* is similar.
(ii) By (15), and the result follows from (i).
The interior Dirichlet problem. We want to find u e C2(S+) fl C'(5+) such that Au = 0 in S+, + u -f on dS.
We seek the solution in the form u -V q>, with H chosen so that det(H + W) / 0. Then, by Theorem 1 (ii), the problem reduces to solving the first-kind equation where / € C1'"(9<S'), ^ e/3xl is a given constant vector, and asJ € srf*. The last equation represents the most general far-field pattern for an analytic solution of (1) in S~ [5] . Clearly, (D ~ ) has at most one solution, since the difference u of two solutions satisfies u\as = 0 and u e sf*; therefore, by Theorem l(viii), u = 0 in 5".
It is already known from the solution of (D +) that there is a w € ^#3xl that ŝ atisfies the first two equations of (D ). This is u = V (p , which has the far-field pattern
To obtain the required behaviour at infinity, we seek the solution of (D ~ ) Evidently, in this case u\gs = / and u e stf*, as required.
